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Overall Width: 27 in

Overall Depth: 16 in

Overall Height: 88.5 in

Weight: 173.0 lb

Capture the style and sophistication of old-world

antique timepieces with the Scarborough wooden

grandfather clock. In a rich shade of golden oak, this

distinctive wooden grandfather clock has a bonnet

pediment with book-matched olive ash burl overlays, a

trio of turned urn finials, and delicately carved rosettes,

along with elegant final support.

Glossy Detailing: The illuminated dial is a

masterpiece, finished in brushed satin brass, and

boasting a cast center with corner ornaments. Above

the dial is an eye-catching moon arch featuring an

astrological blue moon phase elevated by a pierced star

pattern. There is also a silver chapter ring with applied

brass Arabic numerals.

Door Accents: Behind the glass door is a striking

pendulum featuring a cast center disk and banded

weight shells, each featuring an elegant brushed satin

brass finish that beautifully accents the dial. On each

side of the door is a column with a large reed and

turned column cap. At the multi-tiered bombe base are

distinctive molding and a decorative cutout.

The clock also features a glass mirror at the back, along

with traditional Gadroon molding and patterned beveled

glass at the lower door. The top side panels are

detachable, allowing simple access to the movement.

The base features adjustable levelers to ensure stability

on any surface. A free heirloom record document with a

brass-finished capsule is included, and a free brass

heirloom nameplate can be engraved with a name and

the date of your choosing.

Precision Movement: High-precision, cable-driven,

triple-chime movement plays choice of Westminster, St.

Michael, or Whittington 1/4, 1/2, and 3/4 chimes

accordingly with full chime and strike on the hour. An

automatic nighttime chime shut-off is optional.

Howard Miller: Founded in 1926 and still family-

owned in its third generation, Howard Miller is the

world’s leading clock company and a respected brand

name in fine specialty furnishings such as curio

cabinets, wine & bar furnishings, custom storage

cabinets, and SmartMoves® adjustable height desks.
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